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A large number of topics in biology, medicine, neuroscience, psychology and sociology can be generally
described via complex networks in order to investigate fundamental questions of structure, connectivity,
information exchange and causality. Especially, research on biological networks like functional spatio-
temporal brain activations and changes, caused by neuropsychiatric pathologies, is promising. Analyzing
those so-called complex networks, the calculation of meaningful measures can be very long-winded
depending on their size and structure. Even worse, in many labs only standard desktop computers are
accessible to perform those calculations. Numerous investigations on complex networks regard huge
but sparsely connected network structures, where most network nodes are connected to only a few oth-
ers. Currently, there are several libraries available to tackle this kind of networks. A problem arises when
not only a few big and sparse networks have to be analyzed, but hundreds or thousands of smaller and
conceivably dense networks (e.g. in measuring brain activation over time). Then every minute per net-
work is crucial. For these cases there several possibilities to use standard hardware more efﬁciently. It
is not sufﬁcient to apply just standard algorithms for dense graph characteristics. This article introduces
the new library FALCON developed especially for the exploration of dense complex networks. Currently, it
offers 12 different measures (like clustering coefﬁcients), each for undirected-unweighted, undirected-
weighted and directed-unweighted networks. It uses a multi-core approach in combination with compre-
hensive code and hardware optimizations. There is an alternative massively parallel GPU implementation
for the most time-consuming measures, too. Finally, a comparing benchmark is integrated to support the
choice of the most suitable library for a particular network issue.
 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
1.1. Networks are everywhere
Many systems in nature, society and technology can be de-
scribed by networks or, more mathematically, graphs. The study
of those so-called complex networks is an interdisciplinary ﬁeld
which deals with general structural properties in biological, neural,
physical, chemical, social or technical network structures [1–4]. Fa-
mous examples are the analysis of huge social networks consisting
of millions of people connected by their acquaintance [5] and pro-
tein interaction networks [6]. Interestingly, networks of different
ﬁelds show comparable characteristics like very sparse connectiv-
ity or the small-world property as there exist very short paths be-
tween arbitrarily chosen nodes [2].A complex network abstracts from a certain topic and provides
uniform measures to analyze inherent network properties. As a
common basis mathematical graph theory is used, which treats
networks as a set of nodes connected by (un)directed and (un)-
weighted edges (also called links) regardless of the context they
represent. For example, a weight can symbolize a strength, length
or intensity in a speciﬁc context. In order to guarantee the applica-
bility of some measure formulas, these complex networks are re-
stricted to edge weights between 0 and 1, no self-connections of
nodes and not more than one edge from one node to another.
Although complex networks are inherently general, they reﬂect
biological structures in nature on many scales. Researches investi-
gated protein interaction networks [8], epidemic spreading [9,10],
cellular networks [11], protein folding [12], metabolic networks
[13] and many more. In medicine, psychology and neuroscience,
complex networks are used to analyze normal and pathological
brain structures and spatiotemporal dynamics of brain activation
[14], learning processes [15], early human brain development
[16], resting state networks [17,18], cognitive state changes [19],
age and sex differences [20,21] and neuropsychological differences
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lepsy [25] and other pathologies. An overview of the study of psy-
chopathology with complex networks can be found in [26].
A comprehensive overview about complex networks, their mea-
sures and formulas can be found in [27]. The formulas given there
were the theoretical basis for this article. Whereas most measure
formulas use sums and products over nodes and edges, some of
them need search algorithms on graph data structures to ﬁnd,
e.g. shortest path lengths between node pairs. Technically seen,
there are different classical data structures which represent graphs
(see Fig. 1). Since there are also different standard search algo-
rithms, the choice and optimization of a suitable algorithm as well
as data structure is of a high importance.1.2. Different networks in science
On the one hand, the popular social networks can get very large
with several millions of nodes, but mostly the edges are distributed
very sparsely between them [5], since not everybody knows thou-
sands of other people. The edge density, the fraction of existing
edges ( en2n with n nodes and e directed edges or e=
n2n
2 with e undi-
rected edges), is exceptionally low. An often observed characteris-
tic is described as small-world property. In that case, most nodes
are only sparsely connected, but every node has only a very short
path to all the others [2,4]. In this social network context analysis
can concentrate on one or a few of those networks. In that case,
algorithms and data structures for sparse networks will be applied,
like Dijkstra’s algorithm for weighted shortest path lengths on
adjacency lists (see Fig. 1).
On the other hand, one could for example investigate func-
tional, causal and effective connections inside the human brain
[27]. A representative example would be the exploration of EEG
signals, acquired during brain stimulation or rest. Using methods
for estimation of distributed brain sources and their temporal con-
nectivity, a network of connected sources for each time step can be
built. Such a source network would preferably represent a high res-
olution of several thousand sources (nodes). Then it is possible to
investigate the spatiotemporal relation of integration and localiza-
tion of information in the brain [28]. Since this is explorative re-
search, it is not clear how much information (lightly weighted
edges) can be left out, so that, in the computationally worst case,
a network could be fully connected with weighted edges. In other
words, the edge density would be near 100%. It is obvious, that thisFig. 1. Graph representations. This ﬁgure shows a directed, unweighted network on
the left and two standard graph representations for it. The ﬁgure is based on [7]. In
the center one can see an adjacency list, which stores edges for every node and
therefore only needs as much memory as edges and nodes exist, which is important
for networks with millions of nodes but relatively few edges. On the right, an
adjacency matrix is displayed that stores edges in a table which occupies n2 entries
if n is the number of nodes. Even if there is no edge, a zero value must be stored. The
advantage of such a matrix in comparison to a list is the fast access to its elements
and less memory requirement for very dense networks. The disadvantage is the
waste of memory for sparsely connected networks. An undirected network only
needs half of the matrix. If the network is weighted, every edge in the list needs an
additional weight value to be stored. In the matrix, elements just become weight
values, whereby a weight of 0 symbolizes no edge. Most graph algorithms can be
applied on both lists or matrices.problem can occur in every approach, where connections between
nodes are calculated statistically from measured data.
1.3. A problem of time
If a lot of (maybe dense) networks have to be analyzed, calcula-
tion runtime becomes crucial. Let us assume, we want to examine
the temporal course of brain network properties over time in a
simple EEG experiment. Then for every time step a brain network
has to be constructed and network measures have to be calculated.
When for example investigating ﬁne-grained, dense networks of
5000 nodes (e.g. distributed sources as nodes) with weighted edges
(e.g. temporal source correlations), calculation of even fundamen-
tal measures can take a few minutes on a standard desktop PC. It
depends on used hardware, algorithms, graph data structures,
implementation and edge density. When we want to know all clus-
tering coefﬁcients and all shortest path lengths in those networks
then this may take perhaps 20 min per network.
For one network, this may be just annoying to wait for. But if we
analyze an experiment of only 10 s and create a network every
50 ms for a good temporal resolution, than 2000 networks have
to be investigated (each with 5000 nodes and at worst up to almost
25,000,000 weighted edges). Even ignoring each network creation,
a successive measure calculation would take about 28 days for one
trial of this experiment.
For those cases, the need for faster computational approaches
for dense networks on standard hardware is obvious. Unfortu-
nately, just the most fundamental measures, that serve as basis
for higher measures, are the hardest to calculate, as shown in the
next section.
1.4. Hierarchy of measures
The hierarchy diagram (Fig. 2) shows computational dependen-
cies between a few complex network measures, each computed for
all nodes, node pairs or the network. The corresponding formulas
can be found in [27]. Every measure needs its predecessor mea-
sures to be computed before itself can be retrieved. Thus, it inherits
the computational complexity of its predecessors. Therefore it is
the most important task to optimize the fundamental computa-
tions like the numbers of (undirected, weighted or directed) trian-
gles around all nodes and the shortest (undirected, weighted or
directed) path lengths between all node pairs. Unfortunately, both
need the most time since they have a cubic time complexity in the
worst-case when calculated for all nodes.
The denser a network is, the more calculation actually becomes
this worst-case scenario. Since there is a lack of special treatment
for this kind of networks, this causes serious time problems as
mentioned above. So, it became necessary to create a highly opti-
mized, but general complex network analysis software for stan-
dard hardware to enable valuable time saving for current research.2. FALCON – a new library for dense networks
FALCON (FAst Library for COmplex Networks) was developed be-
cause of the lack of network analysis software specialized in dense
complex network analysis. The kind of EEG experiments described
in the last chapter demonstrates one of the primary reasons to de-
velop a new optimized library. The goal of FALCON was to compute
all measures shown in Fig. 2, each for all nodes, node pairs respec-
tively the entire network.
There are three edge types: undirected (unweighted), (undi-
rected) weighted, and directed (unweighted) edges. Node-based
measures for these three versions are betweenness centralities,
numbers of triangles, average neighbor degrees, clustering
Fig. 2. Measure dependencies and corresponding worst-case runtimes. This diagram illustrates the dependencies and time complexities that exist between individual
measures and their computation for all nodes in a network. It was derived from [27]. n is the number of nodes. Every measure is calculated from its predecessors. For example,
the transitivity (right bottom corner) depends on degrees and numbers of triangles. The dotting of lines indicate the computational time complexity. A thick and straight line
represents constant time, a thin and straight line symbolizes linear time, a dashed, thin line quadratic and the dotted line cubic time complexity. The dotting of an arrow
represents the calculation time needed from one measure to the next. The dotting of an oval (measure) or square (precondition) indicates the overall calculation time from a
network to this measure. That means that the transitivity is calculated in quadratic time out of degrees and numbers of triangles, but altogether, it needs asymptotic cubic
time because the numbers of triangles is that expensive. The gray arrow from shortest path lengths to betweenness centralities only indicates a computational relationship
but they are in fact computed by a separate algorithm (Brandes’ algorithm, [29,30]). Please note that there is an undirected, weighted and directed version of each measure,
except for degrees (6 versions).
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ties. Based on node pairs are shortest path lengths. For the whole
network there are number of links respectively sum of weights,
transitivity and modularity. At last, there are six kinds of degrees
for all nodes: (undirected, unweighted) degrees, directed degrees,
directed reciprocal degrees, directed in-degrees, directed out-de-
grees and weighted degrees.
Measures for directed, weighted edges are issue of current re-
search and not implemented yet. But there are many of them avail-
able in the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (BCT) [27].
2.1. Methods
The most important design consideration when developing FAL-
CON was an effective utilization of available desktop computer re-
sources in order to optimize calculation speed. This includes the
following techniques.
Parallelization on multiple cores – The amount of data to be pro-
cessed is distributed to a given number of processor cores. The user
is free to choose the number of threads (preferably the number of
CPU cores). Because even the higher measure formulas contain
simple sums and products over data, it is mostly possible to
achieve a good scaling which means that p parallel processes are
almost p times faster than just one process.
Streaming SIMD extensions – On Intel and AMD processors
Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) enable performing one operation
on multiple data at a time. SIMD stands for Single Instruction Mul-
tiple Data. Applied on an array of data like edge weights this can
improve performance by a factor of x (usually 2, 4, . . .) if the SSE
instruction handles x values. Since the most measures contain only
fundamental arithmetic operations and most of the sums and
products can be calculated in a successive way, SSE instructions
can be applied. To use SSE, array memory representations have
to be aligned on 16 bytes and treated carefully then used in two
dimensions of adjacency matrices.
Efﬁcient memory and cache utilization – In fact, working memory
is very much slower than the CPU calculates. Only fast cache mem-
ory in between enables fast processing. A cache assumes temporal
and spatial locality of data accesses. So, data should be accessedand reused in a successive way, which can be done by modifying
loops over data. If useful and not automatically done by the com-
piler, the applied techniques were: interchanging the order of
nested loops (to access 2D data successively in main memory), pre-
fetching of distant data and unrolling loops (to reuse data for cal-
culations as often as possible inside of a cache line and reduce
jump instructions in loops), organizing two-dimensional memory
accesses in small 2D blocks that ﬁt into cache lines (to reduce
the amount of jumps in memory) and adjusting the resulting block
sizes to a multiple of the cache line size (to avoid capacity and page
misses). When calculating on multiple cores, processes should not
interfere to close in their memory accesses to prevent false sharing.
This is a time-wasting process of establishing cache coherence in a
cache line when several processes are writing on it, even if every
process accesses different data.
Algorithmic modiﬁcations – This section summarizes all tech-
niques that prevent useless operations by for example checking
mathematical conditions. An example is the calculation of the
numbers of triangles where an if-statement aborts memory access
on further parts of a triangle when the ﬁrst node partner is not con-
nected and therefore no triangle can be constituted. The difﬁculty
is to determine if checking pays off because it needs time to be
done itself. So, it is a trade-off depending on the network structure.
Generally, these optimizations are simple and effective on net-
works with low and medium edge density since they prevent
unnecessary operations and jumps in memory.
GPGPU – An upcoming alternative to multi-core CPUs is General
Purpose Computation on Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU). That
means calculating on modern graphic cards, which are optimized
to process a huge amount of little threads (kernels) in parallel to
render geometric primitives. In case of parallelizable algorithms
the usage of GPUs for scientiﬁc calculations can result in a great
performance improvement compared to current CPUs of the same
price category. A general interface for GPU-computing used in this
study is the Open Computing Language (OpenCL), available for
both AMD (ATI Stream technology) [31] and NVIDIA (CUDA archi-
tecture) [32] hardware. As for CPU approaches, access in memory
blocks with shared memory and unrolling are important ways to
improve performance. Those measures with the highest
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of triangles and shortest path lengths each for three edge types.
The OpenCL implementation for shortest path lengths was theoret-
ically based on former approaches with CUDA in [33,34] and SDK
material from AMD [31], where, e.g. block-wise access patterns
were used to reuse data as much as possible and to load parts of
graphs bigger than GPU memory. Since FALCON focuses on graphs
ﬁtting into GPU memory, an overhead of block processing kernel
calls was avoided and instead of quadratic blocks shared memory
lines appears to be faster in this case.
Combining techniques – The challenge during the implementa-
tion was to obtain the best possible optimization and synergy be-
tween different techniques. For example, the combination of
multi-core processing and SSE instructions needs a very prudent
implementation. Extensive information on optimization tech-
niques can be found in [35,36,32,31]. The only algorithms that
not just implement the formulas as loops over data are the calcu-
lation of shortest path lengths of all node pairs and the between-
ness centralities of all nodes. First ones are done by the Floyd–
Warshall algorithm as it is the best choice calculating the path
lengths for all node pairs in rather dense networks in comparison
to several alternatives [7]. This will be explained and shown in
the benchmark (Section 3). The betweenness centralities are com-
puted with Brandes’ algorithm [29,30].
2.2. Performance has its price
To take advantage of those speed optimizations, adjacency
matrices are used to represent networks (Fig. 1). In fact, this is
the disadvantage of FALCON’s approach. As shown in Fig. 1 these
data structures are simple and fast but their size increases quadrat-
ically with the number of nodes.
FALCON’s link weights and weighted results are based on the
ﬂoat data type (4 bytes) instead of double (8 bytes). Advantages
are reduced size and more speed, when using SSE, since it can
handle 4 ﬂoat values at once in contrast to just 2 double values.
So, if usable, runtime with ﬂoats can be twice as fast as with
double.
The price to pay is lower data precision. The data type ﬂoat has
a decimal data precision of 6 digits. For example, 123.4561 and
123.4562 are considered equal as well as 0.0001234561 and
0.0001234562. The double data type offers 15 decimal digits. If
such a high resolution is really required, FALCON is not applicable
in the current version.
2.3. Memory requirements
The memory requirement (RAM or GPU memory) for an adja-
cency matrix with n nodes depends on the data type size to store
edges. Unweighted edges are currently stored with 1 byte (see Sec-
tion 4 for improvements) and weighted edges with 4 bytes (ﬂoat).
If b is the number of bytes per edge then an adjacency matrix needs
M = n2  b bytes in memory, so using double (8 bytes) instead of
ﬂoat doubles the memory needed. In every case, there are n2  n
possible directed edges (substraction of n is caused by the prohibi-
tion of self-connections) or n2n2 undirected edges, because only half
of the symmetric matrix is used. The other half is either wasted
(see Section 4 for improvements) or at best used for speed optimi-
zation like in FALCON.
A memory size formula for a generic adjacency list is far more
complicated. If list elements have only one pointer to the follower,
the list is called single-linked (please see Fig. 1). When elements
have an additional pointer back to the predecessor, the list is dou-
ble-linked. A pointer needs b? = 4 bytes = 32 bit in a 32-bit pro-
gram and b? = 8 bytes in 64-bit programs. In a simple approach
one stores one edge list pointer for each of n nodes and then linkse edges, each with a target node ID (bID: 1, 2, 4 or 8 bytes
dependent on maximum node ID to store). Please note that 1 byte
has 8 bits, thus offers 218 = 256 possible integer IDs, 2 bytes enable
228 = 65,536 IDs, 4 bytes 248 IDs and 8 bytes 288 IDs. Every list ele-
ment needs one or two pointers to neighbor list elements (n? = 1
or n? = 2) and an optional weight (bw: 0 bytes for unweighted,
4 bytes for ﬂoat, 8 bytes for double). Then, one needs to deﬁne,
how to manage undirected edges. If speed is important, than it is
useful to store an edge (a,b) as list element as well as (b,a) just like
the matrix would do (scale factor for stored edge number se = 2).
The other possibility is to store it only once, for example with
sorted node IDs so that only edges (a,b) with ID (a) < ID (b) are
stored (se = 1). Please note, that a library has to explicitly support
suitable features for an adjacency list network like single-linking
(C++ standard list is double-linked), smaller node ID data types if
possible or storing undirected edges once (and suited
algorithms to work with them). An adjacency list then requires
L = n  b? + se  e  (bID + n?  b? + bw) bytes. Please note, that there
are ways to implement rather static lists without pointers, but
again, libraries have to support this.
For example, let us say we have 2 GB (=2  10243 bytes)
free memory. If completely reserved for a weighted (and
directed or undirected) adjacency matrix, it could have
n 6
ﬃﬃﬃ
M
b
q
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
210243 bytes
4 bytes
q
 23;170 nodes. Using the maximum of
n = 23,170 nodes there are e = n2  n = 536,825,730 possible
directed, weighted edges or 268,412,865 undirected, weighted
edges. An unweighted (and directed or undirected) matrix
could have n 6
ﬃﬃﬃ
M
b
q
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
210243 bytes
1 bytes
q
 46;340 nodes and at most
2,147,349,260 directed or 1,073,674,630 undirected edges.
For comparison we take a weighted, undirected adjacency list
with features consuming minimal memory. Such a ﬂoat-weighted
(bw = 4 bytes), single-linked (n? = 1) adjacency list in a 32-bit pro-
gram (b? = 4) with undirected edges stored once (se = 1) could
have different numbers of nodes and edges to ﬁll the samememory
L = 2 GB. For example, with a ﬁxed node number of n = 40,000 we
can store a node ID in a 2 bytes value handling up to 65,536 node
IDs (bID = 2). Then, there could be e 6 Lnb!se ðbIDþn!b!þbwÞ  214;732;364
undirected edges corresponding to a maximal undirected edge
density of e= n2n2  26:8%. A double weight (bw = 8) would result
in e 6 153,380,260 edges (at most 19.1% density). Using a modern
64-bit program (b? = 8) would result in maximal densities of 19.1%
(ﬂoat weights) respectively 14.9% (double weights) for n = 40,000
nodes in 2 GB.
Now, we look at different edge densities by example. A ﬂoat-
weighted, undirected matrix with n = 40,000 nodes and a low edge
density of, e.g. 1% would have e ¼ 0:01  n2n2 ¼ 7;999;800 undi-
rected edges and needs M  5.96 GB. The same network with a
high edge density of, e.g. 75% would have
e ¼ 0:75  n2n2 ¼ 599;985;000 undirected edges and requires again
M  5.96 GB. In contrast to that, an adjacency list depends on their
features. Our example of an memory saving undirected weighted
adjacency list (b? = 4, se = 1, bID = 2, n? = 1, b? = 4, bw = 4) with
the same node number needs only L  76.4 MB for 1% density, so
the list is saving a lot of memory. For 75% density it would need
L  5.59 GB in a 32-bit program and L  7.82 GB in 64-bit pro-
grams. If a typical standard list is used (double-linked, 4 bytes
per node ID), it would need 122.22 MB (32-bit) or 183.41 MB
(64-bit) for 1%. For 75% it would need 8.94 GB (32-bit) or
13.41 GB (64-bit). Storing undirected edges twice for better access
almost doubles needed memory.
Therefore it is not possible to say which of many possible net-
work data structures uses more memory than others unless one in-
cludes all parameters. There is no obvious other way to store very
dense networks such compactly as in matrices.
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available and especially a matrix needs a whole free block of mem-
ory. Additionally, when calculating with Floyd–Warshall algorithm
one needs values for path lengths of all n2 nodepairs, each with
4 bytes for ﬂoat (weighted) or unsigned int (unweighted). All other
measure results are only one-dimensional (vectors of length n) or
even only one value. Temporary variables are used but not in a
way inﬂuencing the rough memory requirements.3. Benchmark
To show that FALCON is able to save a lot of time, it is reasonable
to compare its runtime performance with other libraries special-
ized in graph or complex network operations at the same test com-
puter, program and networks. Please note, that all comparisons to
FALCON operate on the data precision of ﬂoat, even when another
library uses double internally. All benchmarked libraries used ex-
act algorithms and do not use any approximations or search
cutoffs.3.1. Choice of test measures
There are two reasons to restrict the benchmark for this article
to the weighted shortest path lengths of all node pairs and the
undirected clustering coefﬁcients of all nodes.1
The ﬁrst reason is that the runtimes needed for calculating all
shortest path lengths (no matter if undirected, weighted or direc-
ted) and the numbers of triangles around all nodes (required for
clustering coefﬁcients) are cubic in the worst case. Since these
measures start two main calculation routes (see Fig. 2), their run-
time performance is crucial for every successing measure in the
hierarchy.
Secondly, general graph libraries do not necessarily support
complex network measures, but shortest paths lengths and (undi-
rected) clustering coefﬁcients are widely supported. But even
weighted and directed clustering coefﬁcients are not included in
every tested library and, even more confusing, there are different
weighted generalizations of clustering coefﬁcients (see [37] for
an overview). For example, the libraries networkx and igraph use
different formulas. FALCON currently implements the weighted
clustering coefﬁcient proposed by Onnela et al. [38].
The weighted version of shortest path lengths was investigated,
because it is supported with several algorithms by the libraries
BGL, BCT, igraph and networkx. Furthermore, this version is espe-
cially meaningful for very dense networks and hard to compute.
For the weighted all-pairs shortest path problem (APSP) several
algorithms exist and are used in the benchmark. Dijkstra’s and
Johnson’s algorithm have a runtime complexity of O(ne + n2log(n)),
where n is the number of nodes and e the number of edges. Their
main difference is, that Johnson’s algorithm can additionally deal
with negative weights by adjusting weights before searching paths
with Dijkstra’s algorithm. Since complex network theory forbids
negative weights, they have the same complexity (and normally
the same practical runtime). Because of their edge dependency,
they are suited for sparse networks. In the case of dense networks
(ultimately e  n2) O(n3 + n2log(n))), there is to much overhead
through jumps in memory, even with adjacency matrices. The iter-
ative Floyd–Warshall algorithm requires O(n3) (no matter how
many edges exist). Since the hidden complexity constant of
Floyd–Warshall algorithm is very low, it is mostly faster for rather1 The undirected clustering coefﬁcient of a node is the fraction of all existing
triangles out of edges containing this node. The weighted shortest path length of a
node pair is the minimal sum of (e.g. inverted) edge weights on a path between this
pair.densely connected networks although it processes non-existing
edges [7].
3.2. Libraries involved in the benchmarks
The following libraries were tested:
 BCT – The Brain Connectivity Toolbox is an extensive complex
network library (downloaded: 08.12.2012, [27]) implemented
in Matlab and C++. Of course, the C++ version was used for
benchmark. To run BCT on windows 7, the underlying GNU Sci-
entiﬁc Library (GSL 1.15, [39]) and BCT were compiled with
Visual C++ 2010 (see Section 3.2). OpenMP 2.0 support was acti-
vated. All calculations were specialized for ﬂoat values (instead
of double or long double) to provide a fair comparison to the
other libraries that use fast ﬂoat values. The BCT supports by
far the most measures of complex networks of all tested
libraries. For both shortest path lengths and clustering coefﬁ-
cients it is referred to as BCT.
 BGL – The Boost Graph Library is a general purpose C++ template
graph library (Boost 1.49.0, [40]). For shortest path lengths the
Floyd–Warshall algorithm on a BGL adjacency matrix was taken
as challenger (referred to as BGL[FLOYD]). To illustrate an alter-
native algorithm for rather sparse networks, Johnson’s algo-
rithm on a BGL adjacency matrix (BGL[JOHN]) was included,
too. Unfortunately, there is no clustering coefﬁcient algorithm.
 igraph – The igraph library is specialized in complex network
research (version 0.6, [41]). Please note that igraph does not
support shortest path length algorithms for dense networks
(Floyd–Warshall algorithm). For (non-negatively) weighted
sparse networks Dijkstra’s or Johnson’s algorithm can be used.
Since both algorithms showed the same runtime performance
in pre-tests, Johnson’s algorithm was chosen (IGRAPH[JOHN])
for a comparison with BGL[JOHN]. The undirected clustering
coefﬁcients are supported, referred to as IGRAPH.
 networkx – The only library that was not included in the same
benchmark program was the networkx library (version 1.7,
[42]) for complex networks under Python 2.7.2 that uses rou-
tines of NumPy 1.6.1 [43]. It supports both measures and is
referred to as NETWORX.
 FALCON – Three conﬁgurations will be compared in this bench-
mark for undirected clustering coefﬁcients and weighted short-
est path lengths. That are an optimized CPU implementation on
1 core (FALCON[CPU1]), the same approach parallelized on all 4
cores of the test system (FALCON[CPU4]) and one optimized
implementation on the GPU (FALCON[GPU]) with OpenCL.
3.3. Benchmark philosophy
There are many possibilities to test just these two measures
(undirected clustering coefﬁcients of all nodes and weighted short-
est path lengths of all node pairs) like manipulate the network’s
number of nodes, number and kind of edges (undirected, weighted
or directed) and their distribution. So, one needs to restrict the
benchmark to a few important tests.
In this benchmark networks with an arbitrary, ﬁxed number
of 5000 nodes were tested for runtime performance of both
measures. Every test network was created with the Barábsi–Al-
bert model [44] that generates scale-free random networks that
are often observed in nature. This should simulate real-world
calculations. To create test networks with an increasing edge
density, the parameter that deﬁnes a starting network in the
Barábsi–Albert model was continuously increased and networks
with certain densities were picked out for benchmark. The den-
sities were (approximately) 1%, 2%, . . . , 15% (in 1% steps) and
22%, . . . , 99% (7% steps). For each edge density there is a
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and big density steps is due to the fact that some calculations
are such long-winded that only the lower percent range could
be included in the diagrams. This network creation method for
different densities can only be a very rough approximation of
real networks, especially with high densities. In this benchmark
networks with an arbitrary, ﬁxed number of 5000 nodes were
tested for runtime performance of both measures. Every test net-
work was created with the Barábsi–Albert model [44] that gen-
erates scale-free random networks that are often observed in
nature. This should simulate real-world calculations. To create
test networks with an increasing edge density, the parameter
that deﬁnes a starting network in the Barábsi–Albert model
was continuously increased and networks with certain densities
were picked out for benchmark. The densities were (approxi-
mately) 1%, 2%, . . . , 15% (in 1% steps) and 22%, . . . , 99% (7%
steps). For each edge density there is a weighted and an undi-
rected network. This subdivision in little and big density steps
is due to the fact that some calculations are such long-winded
that only the lower percent range could be included in the dia-
grams. This network creation method for different densities can
only be a very rough approximation of real networks, especially
with high densities.
Resulting runtimes of every approach X were measured with
millisecond resolution and a speedup factor in respect of a chosen
reference approach R (e.g. BGL[FLOYD]) was calculated. The speed-
up factor is s ¼ tRtX with R’s runtime tR and X’s runtime tX. So s = 2.7
means that X is 2.7 times faster than R.
Runtime performances of all libraries were tested for stability.
Since they did not ﬂuctuate, every calculation was done only once.
To prevent errors, every single resulting value was compared to the
results of the other libraries (except NETWORX that were pre-
tested manually). In case of ﬂoating point values a fractional toler-
ance was used to check for equality of values u and v : juv jjuj 6 andjuv j
jv j 6  with ﬂoat data precision  = 10
6.
To accomplish this automatic error check, the benchmark pro-
gram had to use a standard format and adapters for ambiguous
outputs. For example, when calculating clustering coefﬁcients a
possible division by zero is often handled differently by different
libraries. These transformations, error checks and initialization of
libraries were not part of the runtime measurement, only
calculations of measures on their own data format are bench-
marked for each library.Fig. 3. Calculation performance and speedups of weighted shortest path lengths of all no
On the right, speedups of all FALCON approaches compared to BGL[FLOYD] are displayed3.4. Benchmark hardware and software
In order to achieve a fair comparison under ‘‘everyday life’’ con-
ditions, all libraries were tested in the same program compiled
with Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 (-O2, speed optimization) running
on Windows 7. One exception was the networkx library that was
executed with Python 2.7 on this system. Only moderate desktop
PC hardware was used: CPU: Intel Core i5 750 (Lynnﬁeld), 4 cores
(2.67 GHz), RAM: 4096 MB, DDR3, Dual Channel, latency 7 cycles,
GPU: ATI Radeon HD 5770 (Juniper), 10 compute units
(850 MHz), 800 shader cores, 1024 MB GDDR5 memory, driver:
Catalyst 12.8, OpenCL 1.1 AMD-APP.
3.5. Results for weighted shortest path lengths of all node pairs
Fig. 3 shows runtimes and speedups for calculating the
weighted shortest path lengths of all nodes depending on edge
densities from tested Barábsi–Albert networks with 5000 nodes.
On the left, runtimes of the approaches IGRAPH[JOHN], BGL[FLOYD],
BGL[JOHN], FALCON[CPU1], FALCON[CPU4] and FALCON[GPU] are
shown. NETWORKX and BCT were left out (see below). On the right,
speedups of all Floyd–Warshall versions compared with
BGL[FLOYD] are displayed.
As theoretically expected, there is an almost constant runtime
for the Floyd–Warshall versions over all edge densities on the test
system. On average, BGL[FLOYD] needs 14.5 min, FALCON[CPU1]
1.6 min, FALCON[CPU4] 1.2 min and FALCON[GPU] 25 s. The average
speedup factors of FALCON in relation to BGL[FLOYD] are 9.1 (FAL-
CON[CPU1]), 11.8 (FALCON[CPU4]) and 34.6 for FALCON[GPU].
However BGL[FLOYD] shows a runtime increase for very low and
very high densities. Since in pre-tests with uniformly distributed
edges the BGL runtime were as constant as with FALCON ap-
proaches, this seems to be attributed to the Barábsi–Albert model
that ﬁlls at ﬁrst the upper left area of the adjacency matrix with the
complete starting network and then adds new edges by preferen-
tial attachment. But it is not clear why this imbalanced distribution
as the only difference to pre-tests affects the BGL algorithm.
According to theoretical expectations, the runtimes of
BGL[JOHN] and IGRAPH[JOHN] increase with rising edge density.
From 1% to 15% density BGL[JOHN]’s runtimes rise from 24.7 s to
7.6 min. In this density range IGRAPH[JOHN]’s runtimes need from
41.8 s to 12.9 min. Between 1% and 15% the BGL[JOHN] is on aver-
age 1.7 faster than IGRAPH[JOHN].des. On the left, runtimes of several libraries are shown for different edge densities.
.
Table 1
FALCON speedups to IGRAPH[JOHN]. (FCPU1:FALCON[CPU1], FCPU4: FALCON[CPU4],
FGPU: FALCON[GPU].)
Edge density (%) FCPU1 FCPU4 FGPU
1 0.5 0.6 1.7
2 0.9 1.1 3.1
3 1.4 1.7 5.0
4 2.0 2.5 7.2
5 2.5 3.1 9.1
8 4.3 5.4 15.8
15 8.1 10.4 30.8
22 12.1 15.1 44.6
29 15.7 20.2 59.4
Table 2
FALCON speedups to BGL[JOHN]. (FCPU1:FALCON[CPU1], FCPU4: FALCON[CPU4], FGPU:
FALCON[GPU].)
Edge density (%) FCPU1 FCPU4 FGPU
1 0.3 0.3 1.0
2 0.6 0.7 2.0
3 0.9 1.2 3.3
4 1.3 1.6 4.6
5 1.6 2.0 5.7
8 2.5 3.2 9.4
15 4.7 6.1 18.0
22 7.1 8.9 26.1
29 9.3 11.9 35.1
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BGL[JOHN] approach, Tables 1 and 2 show speedups of all three
FALCON approaches (FALCON[CPU1] (FCPU1), FALCON[CPU4]
(FCPU4) and FALCON[GPU] (FGPU)). As expected for density depen-
dent approaches, in very low density ranges (sparse networks) the
IGRAPH[JOHN] and BGL[JOHN] can be faster, leading to speedups
below 1.
BCT and NETWORKX were left out because they showed very
long calculation times for even 1% density. The BCT needed 2.3 h.
NETWORKX needed 36.9 min and is expected to stay at that niveau,
since it uses the Floyd–Warshall, too.3.6. Results for undirected clustering coefﬁcients of all nodes
Fig. 4 shows runtimes dependent on edge density of bech-
marked networks with 5000 nodes for calculation of undirectedFig. 4. Calculation performance of undirected clustering coefﬁcients of all nodes. The dia
the undirected clustering coefﬁcients calculations for all nodes. Please note, that in an unw
should be taken as ‘‘dense’’. As explained in the text, a comprehensive comparison of w
through different weights, was not possible for a comprehensive benchmark.clustering coefﬁcients of all nodes. The runtimes increase as ex-
pected with higher density but there are different kinds of ascent.
The NETWORKX approach shows a very steep ascent that cannot be
handled for high densities so only the ﬁrst development from 1%
(15 s) to 13% (16.5 min) is shown for illustration.
All other libraries are displayed in 7% steps from 1% to 99% and
rise almost linearly with edge density to maximal runtimes at 99%
of 12.6 min (BCT), 9.2 min (IGRAPH), 1.2 min (FALCON[CPU1]), 20.3 s
(FALCON[CPU4]) and 6.8 s (FALCON[GPU]). Over all densities from
1% to 99% the average speedups to BCT are 1.5 (IGRAPH), 8.9
(FALCON[CPU1]), 23.7 (FALCON[CPU4]), and 80.7 (FALCON[GPU]).
Of course, the highest densities are not useful when operating with
undirected networks, so it is better to look at the lower and med-
ium density range. Compared to BCT and in a range from 1% to 50%
the average speedups are 1.6 (IGRAPH),7.1 (FALCON[CPU1]),
14.7 (FALCON[CPU4]), and 56.4 (FALCON[GPU]). In the range
from 1% to 15% the average speedups are 2.5, 5.5, 7.5, and
40.1.
3.7. Accuracy and precision
Since only exact algorithms and no approximations or probabi-
listic approaches were used in this benchmark, all results in every
benchmark run were equal to their correspondents in all other in-
cluded libraries and FALCON. Of course, the equality of results is
only given by a certain data precision. In this case, ﬂoat data type
had to be used (see Section 2.2). So, accuracy and precision were
of course perfect, since there are no false or true negative or false
positive results in exact algorithms. A further analysis (e.g. ROC
curves, precision-recall) like in many ﬁelds of biomedical informat-
ics which deal with uncertain information, probabilistic or approx-
imate algorithms is therefore not meaningful.
Using ﬂoat weighted networks, but calculating with higher dou-
ble data precision and afterwards casting back to ﬂoat had no effect
on results like a drift due to rounding. Double data type tests were
done with Johnson’s algorithm and Floyd–Warshall algorithm in
BGL and with a double data type version of BCT.4. Discussion
This benchmark reveals a noteworthy advantage of efﬁcient
usage of hardware resources, since storage in and access to raw
data tables (adjacency matrices) is far more efﬁcient than thegram shows runtimes dependent on edge density of networks with 5000 nodes for
eighted network a density of nearly 100% is senseless. So the medium density range
eighted versions, in which even a 100% density is able to carry lots of information
Table 4
Working memory or GPU memory needed for adjacency matrix networks with
different number of nodes.
Number of nodes Unweighted Weighted
1000 0.95 MB 3.8 MB
5000 24 MB 95 MB
10,000 95 MB 381 MB
20,000 381 MB 1.5 GB
30,000 858 MB 3.4 GB
40,000 1.5 GB 6.0 GB
50,000 2.3 GB 9.3 GB
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The shortest path lengths and the numbers of triangles (basis of
the benchmarked clustering coefﬁcients) are representative for
two main routes in the complex network measures tree shown in
Fig. 2. If both can be calculated fast, every higher measure beneﬁts
from that improvement because all successors can be calculated
afterwards in only linear or quadratic time.
Furthermore, this benchmark shows by example, that in prac-
tice, not only theoretical runtimes count. The actual implementa-
tion of data structures (for example linked lists or matrices) and
usage of hardware (e.g. parallelization, cache exploitation, . . . )
determine the hidden constants in the asymptotic time course as
shown especially by the highly parallel GPU approaches. Thus, it
is possible that dense network approaches applied on sparse net-
works are still faster than sparse network algorithms and data
structures, as shown here.
Many libraries are designed to process big sparse networks (e.g.
igraph) or rather small adjacency matrices (e.g. BCT). It is important
to say, that pure performance is not that essential when investigat-
ing only few or small networks. There are much more aspects as,
for example, support for many different measures, bindings to
easy-to-use languages like Python, R or Matlab and several graph
visualizers to make rapid prototyping and network analysis possi-
ble. Another case is the universality (e.g. BGL), that could prevent
specialization to run faster.
In both FALCON[GPU] and FALCON[CPU4] the Floyd–Warshall-
Algorithm is limited by the concurrency of the distributed memory
accesses and the need for global synchronization of all processes in
its inner loops. Thus, only those inner loops could be optimized.
There is potential to search for better access patterns, too.
Going back to our EEG experiment example (see Section 1.3),
successive weighted shortest path lengths calculations for all node
pairs of 2,000 weighted networks would be done on average in
20.1 days with BGL[FLOYD], 2.2 days (FALCON[CPU1]), 1.7 days
(FALCON[CPU4]) or 14.0 h (FALCON[GPU]). The other tested ap-
proaches depend on the average edge density of these 2000 net-
works. If we assume 1% then BGL[JOHN] needs 13.8 h and
IGRAPH[JOHN] 23.2 h. An average density of 5% would result in
5.3 days (BGL[JOHN]) and 3.3 days (IGRAPH[JOHN]), 15% would
cause 10.5 days (BGL[JOHN]) and 17.9 days (IGRAPH[JOHN]). These
examples apply for successive calculations. If there is enough avail-
able working memory for more than one network, it is of course
possible to start some calculations simultaneously which could
ideally speed up the needed time for all networks by the number
of parallel CPU cores.
In our demonstrative EEG experiment we looked at weighted
clustering coefﬁcients because they contain more information
and are far more difﬁcult to compute compared to the undirected
version. But to illustrate the advantage of FALCON even for undi-
rected edges, let us take a look at Table 3. It shows estimated run-
times for successively calculated undirected clustering coefﬁcients
for all nodes of 2000 benchmark networks with each 5000 nodesTable 3
Estimated runtimes for successively calculated undirected clustering coefﬁcients
for all nodes for 2000 benchmark networks. (FCPU1:FALCON[CPU1], FCPU4:
FALCON[CPU4], FGPU: FALCON[GPU], IG: igraph.)
% BCT IG FCPU1 FCPU4 (h) FGPU (h)
1 1.9 h 0.4 h 0.8 h 0.7 0.4
8 1.2 d 9.6 h 5.4 h 4.8 0.8
15 2.3 d 1.0 d 9.6 h 6.2 1.0
22 3.5 d 1.8 d 13.2 h 7.1 1.1
29 4.7 d 2.8 d 16.6 h 7.9 2.3
36 5.9 d 3.8 d 19.9 h 8.8 2.8
43 7.3 d 4.8 d 22.8 h 9.5 2.9
50 8.7 d 5.9 d 1.1 d 10.1 3.1and varying edge densities. The ﬁrst column shows a reasonable
range of varying edge densities from 1% to 50%. The next columns
contain extrapolated runtimes with ﬁxed densities for BCT, igraph
(IG), FALCON[CPU1] (FCPU1), FALCON[CPU4] (FCPU4) and FAL-
CON[GPU] (FGPU). Again, calculating on different networks in par-
allel could reduce runtime if there is enough working memory.
There are a few techniques left that can save both memory and
time like using single bits for connections instead of bytes or using
a so-called compressed row storage format for sparser networks.
Since the optimized implementation of measure calculation is
not trivial on those structures, this should be considered for the
next version of FALCON. Furthermore, GPU calculation is a rela-
tively new and changing ﬁeld, so it is likely that the described mea-
sures can be computed even faster. Table 4 helps to estimate if
FALCON can be applied (formula from Section 2.3 was used). Please
note that the n  n results of all pairs shortest path length calcula-
tions additionally need additional memory besides the network.
The density or direction of edges does not matter since adjacency
matrices are used. The size of undirected networks could be halved
to triangle matrices but that would decrease performance as ex-
plained in Section 2.3. To get more data precision, but doubled size,
an implementation (and optimization) for the double data type
would be useful in the future.5. Conclusion
This article introduces FALCON, a new C/C++ library for dense
complex networks. Currently, it computes 12 measures for undi-
rected,weighted or directednetworks. It optimizes runtime of every
measure, especially the fundamental and long-winded shortest path
length of all node pairs and the numbers of triangles around all
nodes. This is done at the expense of memory to yield fastest results
for especially medium and dense networks. The free workingmem-
ory limits the maximal number of nodes in networks. A benchmark
testedweighted shortest path lengths of all node pairs and the undi-
rected clustering coefﬁcients of all nodes for networks (Barábsi–Al-
bert model) with varying edge density and 5000 nodes. Both
measures are hard to compute, fundamental for higher measures
and supported by other libraries to enable a fair comparison.
In both cases FALCON could save a considerable amount of time
compared to other libraries. The reason is that several optimiza-
tions like efﬁcient usage of cache memory and SSE are well com-
binable and lead to much better runtimes, but are restricted to
memory consuming adjacency matrices. That is the price of perfor-
mance in this case, but dense networks should be stored in matri-
ces anyway. Because computing measures for a few single nodes
on networks of that size are not a real problem even on desktop
computers, FALCON calculates every measure for all nodes respec-
tively node pairs at once since this can be done more efﬁciently
and ﬁts the needs of exploratory research.
For the end-user FALCON will be compiled into a single execut-
able ﬁle (and an OpenCL ﬁle) that can be started with command
line parameters to handle input ﬁles, calculate and generate ﬁles
70 R. Franke, G. Ivanova / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 47 (2014) 62–70containing results. So, no programming knowledge is required, but
nevertheless it can easily be included in other environments. Since
command line programs are not user-friendly, a comfortable GUI
frontend is planned additionally.
It is not a purpose of FALCON to compete with other libraries
concerning large and sparse complex networks because it simply
cannot handle those ones in this version. The library offers an alter-
native for extensive calculations on smaller or medium-sized net-
works with about thousands of nodes. Especially if hundreds or
thousands of rather dense networks have to be computed, every
performance improvement is worthwhile. The networks do not
have to be dense but could be. The higher the density, the more
advantageous is FALCON. We hope that this new library for fast cal-
culations on complex networks presented here will contribute to
explore and analyze new features of dynamically changing neural
networks of the brain.References
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